Introduction
Let G be a commutative semigroup with identity 1, with respect to a multiplication denoted by juxtaposition. Suppose there exists a finite or countable infinite set P(e G) of primes such that each n € G can be represented uniquely in the form ,r: fl o,,(n), p€P where the exponents n(p) are non-negative integers of which all but a finite number are zero. (Define 1(p):0 for all p € P.) F\rrther, suppose there exists a real-valued norm ll . ll defined on G such that (i) lllll : 1, llpll > 1 (p e P), (ii) llmnll : ll*llll"ll (m, n e G), ( iii) the set {n e G: llnll < r} is finite for all real numbers s.
Then G is called [18, p. L1] an arithmetical semigroup. Throughout this paper elements in an arbitrary arithmetical semigroup a.re typed in boldface.
Let G be an arbitrary but fixed arithmetical semigroup. By an arithmetical function we mean a complex-valued function defined on the arithmetical semigroup G. Let L be a mapping from the set G into the set of subsets of G such that for each n € G, .4(n) is a subset of the set of divisors of n. Then the A-convolution of two arithmetical functions / and g is defined by (f eil: » /(d)e(n/a).
d€,{(n)
In this paper we confine ourselves to regular convolutions and we shall assume the reader to be familiar with this notion (see e.g. [ It has been shown (see [13, p. 10] , [32, p. 267] ) that the:4,7,-convolution is regular whenever the l.-convolution is regular. The symbol (., b)a,r denotes the greatest kth power divisor of a which belongs to .a(b).
The classical Ramanujan's sum C(n;r) is defined by C(n;r): » exp(2rimnf r),
where n is a non-negative integer and r is a positive integer. Its well-known arithmetical representation is given by C(n;r): \ apg1a1.
dl(n,r)
In [14] The purpose of [13] was to derive arithmetical identities of classical type involving that sum. The purpose of the present paper is to give more arithmetical identities for that sum. We shall also list a large number of known special cases of the given identities. At the end of this paper we shall note that two identities here can be extended to totally A-b-even functions (modr).
Preliminaries
We define an arithmetical function / to be quasi-A-multiplicative [13, It is easy to see that an a(1) aQ) . . . a@) -convolution of arithmetical functions is associative. Also, if ä is an ,4(i)-multiplicative function, then (2) (/("r, rt2t...,nu)eo) aQ)''' r(")91nr, rr2;...,n,))å(n1) : /(nr, rt2t . . ., n,)ä(n6),a(r) AQ) .. . ,(")g(*r, tt2t . . ., nr)h(n;).
Let / be an arithmetical function of one rariable and e, ffi, u e N, u ) 2, 0(-m < u. Then we define P"(/Xnr,...,r-irlrn*tr...,nr) to be the arithmetical function of u variables such that ( f(n"), if n1 : "' ; Irrn : (n-+r)" (3) P"("fXnr,...r rmirm*rr...,nu): { : ' (4) P"(/Xnr,...,rrninrn*r:...,u,) : P("f)(nr,...,n,). We note that some special cases of the function .P"(/) "* be found in [39, It is easy to see that if f , g are arithmetical functions of one variable and u)2,1<i<u,then (5) 9(q)P(/)(nLswzs.. . , n*) : P(/s)(n1 ,n2,. .. , n,,). Also,if f ,g arc arithmeticalfunctionsof onevariable, T< j< u and Au)(n) 9,4(,)(n) whenever n € G, L < s < u, i+j,then (6) P(.fXrr, rt2t..., n*)a(l)a(z) -.. a@)p1nXrr, rr,...,n,) 
: » h1(n1ld) ... h,(n*ld)(lzs)(r/a)($n' "' ä"1?).4åIr)(d). . är(nr) . -. h*(n,)h(")r. " oepP(H)(rrrr n2,.. .,n*,r) : (nrlrrr) ...h*(n*)(h.qxr)p . '' oe1,h1(n1)' ''h,(n,)h(r)
. P(.fXrr, D2s...,r,,r)) D "' DAlP(EXrr,rtz,..., tr,,r) : (nrlrrr; . .. h,(n,)(h.cxr)D "' oe1,P(f h1''' h,å,)(n 1sn2s.. ., rr,, *))
' D "'DApP(äXnr, rl2:..., n,, r)
: är(nr)''' h"(n")(hsx")P "' DA*
. (r$U,. .. h*h)(n1,r^zt..., n,,r)D''' o,+1,P(HXrr, rr,. .', t,, "
: är(nr) "'h*(n,)(h.gxr)a "'oe*P((f fu "'huh)e*Il)(n1, rt2t..., tr,, r)' Proof. It suffi.ces to consider the case I/r(1) _ ..
. _ H"(L)
Further,without1ossofgenera1itywemayaSSumea1 . . äl(lrr/lldllo'-"') .'.hi(r-llldlln'-'-), m27.
Theorem 5 can be proved in a similar way to Theorem 4.
Theorem 6. Suppose ztt zzt ..., zs € C (1 ( s ( u) and denote zt* zz*...*2": z. Let Proof. The left-hand side of the identity is /(1)g(")h(u)H(nle)-/(1) I ( » ,), G)h(")a( nle) e€U(n) d1"'du:n/e -/(1) » E,(nle)g(e)ä(e)ä( nle) -f (1)((E uH)u(gä))(*). (12) In this case a(d; r) : 1-&u » f'Gl";")ek". e€A*(r/d)
By (12) we find that the generalized Ramanujan's sum considered in this paper is a totally ,4.-/c-even function (modr). The purpose of this section is to note that the equations (8) and (10) (8) and (10), we must replace the factor of f (d)g(t/d) bv "f'(d;") in the right-hand sides of the equations.
